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is a forum for the exchange of ideas and information on the
identification, growth requirements and sourcing of native and
exotic subtropical plants (and tropicals) suitable for gardens in the
milder parts of New Zealand.
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COOL GARDENS
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issue includes articles that I hope will
be of some help to those of our
members who do not live in the so
called winterless north.
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Ellerslie, now the Ellerslie Inter
national Flower Show, will soon be here.
If you have time to help on our display
please us know by filling in the form
included with this issue. With most
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always easy for societies to maintain the
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spring issue and, hopefully, you will
receive it in the very near future.
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2006

CONFERENCE,

PLANT

FAIR

AND

ELLERSLIE INTERNATIONAL FLOWER SHOW
The photograph on the cover was taken in Kevin Kilsby's garden in
Mt. Albert some time ago and is now an historic record as, because of
house alterations, it has all changed. We used it for the 2006 Plant Fair
poster.

CONFERENCE
Once again a successful afternoon and evening with informative and
entertaining speakers, this year finishing with a draw of all the plants
that were the subjects of the talks. There some very happy recipients.
Attendance again increased and we are very close to capacity in the
existing venue. Next year may be the last time that we will be able to fit
in everyone who wishes to come to the conference.

PLANT FAIR
Although successful, there were quite a few hiccups. After a very
wet and miserable week leading up to the fair, several volunteers failed
to show for the setting up on the Friday evening. Our band of staunch
helpers worked like beavers and everything was in place for the
Saturday morning opening. Some worked right through the weekend,
for which thanks are really not enough but their efforts were truly
appreciated. On the Saturday and Sunday (especially the breakdown)
more members gave their time for the benefit of the society.
Despite all the publicity in the Weekend Gardener and elsewhere,
patronage was down on the Saturday when the weather started
improving but on the Sunday it returned to the same as the previous
two years. Total attendance was down one third over the weekend but
sales were about the same or higher. All aspects of horticulture seem to
have had a rather difficult twelve months and the recent
announcement that Parva Plants is sending out their final catalogue
and closing down is upsetting to many.
Sadly, I have to announce that one of our helpers helped themselves
to about $850.00 on the Saturday. We know where it was taken and
are pretty sure that we know how it was taken, but as there were five
members with access and we did not wish to upset four innocent
people, the matter was allowed to rest. A large loss like this on top of
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advertising costs and the downturn in attendance, mean that the
society made only a small profit that was hardly commensurate with
the amount of effort put in by our members. This comes on top of the
2005 plant fair when one of our members, Craig Thorburn, defaulted
on the payment of his (large) stand.
The ASB stadium is slightly large for our plant fair and the Redwood
Lounge is definitely becoming too small for our conference. Suggestions
have been made for an alternative venue, which one of our members is
presently following up and will report back in the spring issue.

ELLERSLIE INTERNATIONAL FLOWER SHOW

-

2006

The SUH'l'llOPICAl.S Society is again having a stand in the Hort
Galore Marquee at the Ellerslie International Flower Show being held at
the Regional Botanic Gardens, Manurewa from the 15th to the 19th
November.
The marquee will be larger this year and better laid out for visitors
and exhibitors. Our stand will not be as cramped as it was in 2005 and
what we learned from our first venture will be put to good use. We have
been offered a small grant by the promoters to help towards the costs
of setting up the display - we did it last year on 'the smell of an oil rag'
and with special thanks to Alex Schanzer, Ian McPherson, Pauline
Isaachsen, Diana Holt and Jenny Pullar.
This year, member Jules Moore of Plantet Earth (who won a gold
medal at last year's show) is setting up the display for which she,
Russell Fransham and Zealandia Nurseries are supplying most of the
plants.
As before, we need volunteers to man/woman the stand. Please fill
in the enclosed form with the day/morning/afternoon that you are able
to help and return it as soon as you are able. A free entry ticket will be
provided for each member doing a four hour shift but this time we may
not be able to provide free parking as well we will know closer to the
event. Our members were very successful last year in gaining thirty
new members for the society, providing information on the display
plants and generally raising our profile with the public. It was very
enjoyable as well.
The Ellerslie promoters are again offering cheaper tickets for the
various societies to sell to their members. The price this year is $23.00
each, but we have only been allocated twenty tickets per society so it
will be 'first come, first served'. Please fill in the enclosed form and post
it promptly with your cheque to ensure you receive your ticket(s).
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SPIRAL GINGERS
Russell Fransham
The Costus gingers, also known as 'Spiral Gingers', are a very
different kind of ginger from the more commonly-seen members of the
family. They have always seemed too tropical to be worth trying
outdoors here but, after seeing them in the amazing Singapore Botanic
Gardens last year, I just had to give them a go.
While I have grown several costus species for many years indoors in
containers and they have made beautiful foliage plants, most never
flowered because of their seriously-restricted roots. I had never
considered that they would survive outdoors. I realise now, to my great
delight, that some of them do survive and flower here in a warm,
protected spot with dappled light.
Probably the hardiest of them is Costus speciosus, a native of the
Malay Peninsula and Singapore. It has a dark red, cone-like flower
head with a series of delicate white or pale pink 7cm flowers opening
daily from under each scale of the cone. It grows to about l .5m high
with soft, velvety, 20cm leaves arranged spirally around each fleshy
stem. It is a shade lover, growing under trees in the wild. In full sun
here the leaves and diaphanous flowers can scorch in our intense
summer light.
The summer and autumn flower display is arrestingly beautiful,
although the slightest wind or heavy rain makes a mess of the fragile
flowers.
In the United States, this species is grown successfully in USDA
zone 7 and upwards. In frosty climates it dies off through winter, re
sprouting from the crown in spring. In New Zealand's Northland it is
evergreen if kept warm and well-drained through the cold weather.
Waterlogged roots in winter would kill it in a week.
Mine is planted in a raised bed of sand and potting mix and, in
April, its lush foliage and deep red cones still make a handsome sight
indeed.
I have several subtly different cultivars whose flowers range from
snowy white with a yellow flash to delicate pink and cream.

Costus cuspidatus (Fiery Costus) used to be called Costus
igneus, a name which more aptly describes its glowing orange flowers.
It also comes from the jungles of Peninsula Malaysia. Fiery Costus is a
low-growing, handsome, clumping plant about 30cm high with velvety
oval leaves on short, fleshy stems. The fragile, papery, 7cm flowers
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appear above the leaves almost all the time as long as it is warm and
shaded. I notice that, if I water the plant from above while it is in
bloom, the flowers literally dissolve, leaving an orange stain on the
leaves below! This lovely plant thrives in a pot and will also flower
indoors, and the spirally-arranged, oval leaves are softly furry like the
finest velvet. Very tactile.
Dappled light and a constant moisture level in sandy, loose soil with
plenty of compost suit it well. In a sheltered courtyard the fiery ginger
makes an attractive tub plant under taller plants, and will cope with
winter in the ground, too, if it is on a shaded mound of loose soil
among rocks that hold heat around the roots.

Costus spicatus grows as a lm high, sprawling clump of typically
soft costus foliage with bullet-shaped terminal cones which produce a
succession of yellow tubular flowers. This one seems less hardy than C.
speciosus but, after mine has had a winter outdoors, I will re-assess its
potential as a garden plant.
Costus barbatus is a spectacular spiral ginger, much used by
florists in the tropics. Its form and foliage resemble C. speciosus and,
despite not being listed by MAF, it has been grown in New Zealand as a
conservatory plant for years for its interesting spiralling stems and
foliage. Like C. speciosus, it does not seem to flower convincingly in
containers. Outdoors, its waxy, red terminal cones produce short,
tubular, yellow flowers one at a time for several months. The fleshy
stems grow to about lm to l.5m in our warmest gardens, but they
collapse in frost. If the crown is kept covered through winter, it will re
sprout in spring. I would compare its cold-hardiness to that of
impatiens.
There are several other spiral gingers being grown in New Zealand,
but so far I have no information on how they cope outdoors, other than
occasional death notices!

Inside front cover:
Top:
Costus spicatus

Bottom:
Close-up of Costus speciosus
Opposite:
Top:
Costus cuspidatus

Bottom:
Costus speciosus
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I'M ALRIGHT JAK! So How About You?
John Prince
I've been interested for some time in the possibility of growing
in New Zealand. I say "tomahtoe", but
you say "tomaytoe", so what will we call this fruit? Enough of these
echoes of hit songs from an earlier age! In the English language
literature on fruits, you'll mostly find it as 'Jackfruit', sometimes
hyphenated. However, 'Jakfruit' is also seen fairly often too. It's in the
Moraceae family which also contains figs, mulberries and breadfruit.
We can grow the first two of these and many members of this society
will be doing so. Breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis) is much too tropical for
us, only being successful in coastal far north Queensland, refusing to
grow properly once you move far enough south in that state. Jackfruit
has more cool tolerance than that. It may not be as impossible as most
New Zealanders who have ever encountered the fruit might have
thought. That said, it is very far from a sure thing either. There are
cultivars of jackfruit that succeed in northern New South Wales, but it
is still quite a slide down the climate and warmth scales to reach
northern New Zealand.

Artocarpus heterophyllus

I first saw a flowering plant in this country in the mid 1990s at Phil
and Georgie Gardner's property at Waikare Inlet in the Bay of Islands.
There were only male flowers but, still, that got my attention. A year
ago I saw another plant, in the Whangarei area, outdoors and
flowering. It is one thing to get flowers, and another thing to get fruit to
set. I've learnt in the past year that jackfruit often begin their flowering
lives with only male flowers. It can take a year or two before a tree also
starts to produce female flowers. This fits with what I'd seen so far in
this country. I've tried them outdoors on my warm, north-westerly
bank. After four winters, I have one survivor growing very slowly. Given
that it is in pretty much full shade under cannas and heliconia stems
which keep pushing out vigorously over it, and given that it was only
about lOcm tall when I first planted it, I'm actually encouraged,
although to the casual eye it is still nothing much to look at.

Top: The first jackfruit! The Silver Bell Markets in Auckland sell
frozen jakfruit for $3.59 per kilo. The fruit vary in size from two to
four kilograms. The flesh when ripe has an off-odour but is edible.
The young man there got the giggles when he explained that it
smelled like 'cat-shit'!
Photo: John Prince
Bottom: Close-up of Stenocarpus sinuatus pinwheel flowers.
Photo: Robin Booth
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In the past year or two I have twice imported seeds. I have several
more plants in the ground, this time rather bigger in size when I
planted them out than my first survivor was. The more knowledge I've
gained, the more intrigued I am, though still pretty cautious about
them. But, you might well ask, aren't these huge trees in the tropics?
Yes they are, rising to as much as twenty metres or more. Then I learnt
from the Fairchild Tropical Gardens website that they were talking
about growing selected cultivars under regimes that entailed heavy
pruning, and that some cultivars will happily accept being held to 2.5
or 3m in total height. One of my seed importations comes out of one of
these particular cultivars. Now the possibility was presenting itself to
me of erecting simple structures to house jackfruit trees, planted in the
ground, but given some assistance with the aid of heavy duty frost
cloth or plastic. Who wouldn't be fascinated if we can get jackfruit on a
small tree? The huge fruit, the largest in nature, can go up to an
individual weight of 55kg or more with 10-20kg being common. Ten
kilograms might be something more reasonable to aim at here, on a
size-controlled plant that is given some assistance to withstand our
conditions. Imagine a three metre tall tree, with eight or ten fruit on it it would be an outstanding sight.
There are many questions to be answered yet, not least of which (if
we can get fruit to set) would be the eating quality of such fruit at
maturity. Would we have sufficient heat to mature these fruit, and
would our seedlings be adequate in taste even if they were in a better
climate? Only experience can tell us this. In the past three months I've
learnt that a small jackfruit plant will certainly flower and even set fruit
in a New Zealand plastic house. Denise Mark of Kerikeri has done this.
Most of her flowers were male, but she must have had a successful
pollination of one flower. The photo was taken in the first week of
March this year. She tells me that one fruit hung on and in late April
was about eight inches long and weighed about a kilo. We hope to keep
you posted on events both indoors and outdoors. You say jackfruit'
and I say jakfruit', but will we be saying 'wow!' in the future?

THE FIREWHEEL TREE
Robin Booth
My Firewheel Tree (Stenocarpus sinuatus) is finally flowering. It has
taken about ten years to do so but it is well worth the wait. You will see
odd trees throughout Northland but nowhere near as common as they
should be. This tree is one of seven Australian species and comes from
northern New South Wales to the Atherton Tablelands in north
Queensland. Most of the thirty Stenocarpus species are timber trees
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and come from New Caledonia with one from Papua New Guinea. They
belong to the Protea family.
In natural rainforest they grow to thirty metres but seldom reach more
than eight metres in a garden situation. As it is a frost-tender plant when
young, it pays to be selective when planting young plants. Free-draining
but preferably moister soils are desirable, but plants can survive dry times.
Full sun to light shade is best.
Leaves can be extremely variable, especially when the plant is young,
and can be entire or lobed. They are a dark, glossy green and I find they
often look like macadamia leaves. They can grow to 45cm long. The
flowers, which first appear as a wheel shape, open further to appear quite
spider-like. They are orange-red to bright red in colour and produce a lot of
nectar which birds and bees enjoy. The Aboriginal people used to make a
special drink from this nectar. Flowering is in late summer into autumn
and they keep flowering for quite a long time.
The timber is valued for cabinet work. Plants can be propagated by seed
or by cuttings, which are not easy. They grow readily as an indoor pot plant.
If grown from cuttings, they can flower in three or four years and, as they
are fairly slow growing, they show their flowers off well - a tree that should
be planted more often.
�������
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OCTOBER
7th, 8th - Saturday, Sunday 9am to 4pm
Clivia Club Expo
Auckland Regional Botanic Gardens
Hill Road, Manurewa, Auckland
8th - Sunday 2-4pm
Fernglen Native Plant Garden, 38 Kauri Rd., Birkenhead
Spring festival, live music
NOVEMBER
3rd, 4th & 5th - Friday 12-Spm, Saturday 9-Spm, Sunday 9-3pm
Cactus & Succulent Society Competitive Show
Mt. Albert War Memorial Hall
751 New North Road, Auckland
15-19th - Wednesday to Sunday
Ellerslie International Flower Show
Auckland Regional Botanic Gardens
Hill Road, Manurewa, Auckland
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-
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Palm
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Oncidium flexuosum
Jim Gilchrist
Many years ago I purchased my first oncidium from the trading
table at a North Shore Orchid Society show. The seller pointed out that,
if I was to grow the plant successfully, I would need to take it out of the
pot it was in and tie it to a piece of well-weathered ponga. At the time, I
thought that that was a very strange thing to do. I hadn't got my head
around epiphytic growing at all, although I had on many occasions
seen the native orchids growing in the bush exactly like that. A few
weeks went by and I ran into the same lady shopping in the Milford
Shopping Mall. She enquired of me how my orchid was growing. Had I
placed it onto a piece of ponga?
I had to explain that I hadn't, and she again reiterated to me the
importance of growing it on a piece of tree fern. Consequently, when I
got home I took the plant out of its pot and found that the roots were
dead. Only one thing to do - tie the plant onto a piece of ponga and
even then I wasn't too confident.
I compromised by scooping out a place for the pot in a piece of
ponga, wiring the pot on and tying the plant to the ponga with an old
stocking. Within a week I could see new roots starting to grow from the
base of the pseudobulb. In a couple of weeks the roots had begun to
attach to the ponga and by the end of a couple of months the plant was
well attached. When I unwired the pot it fell away as there were no
roots in the mix. I've owned this plant, Oncidium flexuosum, for about
twenty years now and it has flowered for me every year. I have taken
countless cuttings from it which I tie to pieces of ponga. They always
root on quickly and generally flower in about one year.
I used to believe that it was too cold in New Zealand to grow these
plants outside, so I didn't try until I saw a large plant of Oncidium
jlexuosum, growing up a pine tree in Te Puna Quarry Gardens. Since
then, I have seen them in several other gardens. I believe that

Oncidiums cheirophorum, crispum, jlexuosum, macranthum, spacelatum,
tigrinum, varicosum and their hybrids will grow outside in New Zealand
where a suitable microclimate can be found. These plants, along with
crucifix orchids and bromeliads, are treated as weeds in Central
America, especially when they infest citrus groves.
'As a genus, oncidiums occur from sea level to great altitudes, with
the Peruvian species, 0. nubigenum, growing at some 4000 metres
(about 13,000ft), which is well above the elevation at which most
epiphytic orchids grow'. J.N. Rentoul Growing Orchids Book two.
-
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My experience is that they grow best where they are grown on a
mount and have a lot of air movement around their roots. I have heard
of another way where a pot is filled with an inert substance such as
hydroton or blue chip. I believe that the roots need to dry off within
minutes of getting wet as opposed to hours. I know if they are wet for
several days it is fatal. I am fortunate that I have very good misting and
fertilising systems. I am not very scientific with my fertilising but I
would imagine that, in their native habitats, the plants are well
fertilised when forest flowers come into bloom and tree pollen is blown
all over the place.

Photo: Marjorie Lowe

EL TORO - THE BULL
Robin Booth
This epiphytic orchid genus has different species, growing from
Mexico to tropical Peru and Brazil. In Mexico, they are commonly called
'El Toro', translating as the 'The Bull', referring to the protuberances on
the flower. The scientific name for the genus is Stanhopea, named after
the fourth Earl of Stanhope, president of the London Medico-Botanical
Society at the time.
The species I have growing here in Kerikeri are Stanhopea
nigroviolacea (syn. S. tigrina var. nigroviolacea) and S. oculata. The
former has a wonderfully-shaped flower that is usually first detected by
its vanilla scent which fills the air. The flowers hardly last a week, but
are show-stoppers in that time. The unusual colouring and the firm
wax-like texture of the flower parts have to be seen to be believed.
The other species, S. oculata, flowers a few weeks later. It has more
delicate-looking flowers and is lighter in colouring, but still has the
wonderful scent. The scent of them both is so strong that in a closed
room it tends to be overpowering. Plants are best in light shade with
regular watering, although they can survive dry periods. Both species
are quite hardy outside.
I have read that, when the first plants were sent back to Kew, they
were potted in normal, solid pots and they never flowered. Someone
finally realised that, when growing in a tree, the flower spike pushed
down through the root area to open below the plant. In solid pots the
spike can't get out and dies, so it is best to grow them in loose compost
in an open hanging basket as shown in the photo opposite, taken at
Wharepuke Subtropical Garden.

Photo: Robin Booth
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SUBTROPICAL GARDENING ON THE FRINGES
Edith McMillan
Even in the warmer parts of the north and some coastal areas, New
Zealand is at the cooler edges of the subtropics. Auckland is on the
same latitude as Algiers and Tunis, but our proximity to large oceans
means that our climate is without extremes and is mostly humid. This
makes it possible to grow some tropical plants as well as subtropicals,
despite the fact that our winters are wet.
A surprising number of our members garden with frost as a regular
or irregular threat. Frost, cold winds and poor drainage are the greatest
enemies encountered when a subtropical (looking) garden is envisaged
away from the mildest areas. There are, however, several ways of
achieving the desired effect. These usually involve the amount of time
available and the determination and patience to complete the project.
The first choice is to emulate many traditional gardeners who put
all their efforts into spring and summer and then tell you the garden is
looking sad in autumn and as for winter! In the case of the subtropical
garden, this means concentrating on summer and autumn as our
spring does not bring enough heat to bring many plants to the
flowering stage until mid to late summer. It also means that an over
wintering space is essential for feature plants, in pots, to survive into
the next season. Some fast-growing perennials that cannot survive
regular frost can be grown as annuals and there is always the
houseplant section in the nurseries for colourful, tender, expendable
fillers.
But dedicated gardeners like Judy Graham (see next article) refuse
to be put off by less than ideal conditions. She moved to her present
site from Tuakau (also frost prone) only three years ago, admittedly
with a large quantity of hardened-off plants. Except for the new palms
and trees, the garden already looks quite established, demonstrating
just how rapidly hard work and knowledge will achieve results.

Opposite:
Left and right hand views of the large plant bed that dominates
the rear lawn of Judy Graham's garden. The broad canopy of the
existing Phoenix canariensis has been used to good effect to help
shelter the plants below. In the bottom photograph, bromeliads are
planted into an immense tree stump that must be three metres
across. It was carried and placed into position in one piece by
several strong men who certainly deserved a beer for their efforts.
Photos: Grant Bayley
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The third suggestion is to alter your growing conditions in positive
ways. Starting with frost, which is the most limiting factor to achieving
a subtropical garden, the first and most important planting is of tall,
hardier species (preferably permanent) that have an exotic look.
Canopy not only protects the plants below but raises the ambient
temperature. In the severe frosts of 1994, Sonia and Paul Mrsich of
Podgora Gardens, Waipu lost only a few plants. Despite being on dead
flat land at sea-level, the canopy of mature kanuka, with younger
puriri, totara, kahikatea, nikau plus some self-sown natives protected
the tropical and subtropical plants beneath. The only casualties were
on the outer, north-facing edge of the garden. ((Vol.1, no. 4) The
importance of canopy cannot be overstated. Once the hardier species
(especially natives) have some height, the more tender trees and tall
shrubs can be introduced. Each layer added gives more protection,
both from frost and wind. With our extended coastline, limiting the
damaging effects of salt-laden winds is important, especially if
rainforest species are being grown. The chilling from cold southerlies
can kill some tender plants almost overnight, so create shelter.
Frost is like water, it flows downhill until it is trapped at the lowest
point and, in cool conditions, takes a long time to dissipate. Those
situated at the bottom of a valley have to contend with frost descending
on all sides. If, however, you garden on a slope it is sometimes possible
to redirect frost. Solid fences built across the slope trap frost behind
them until it overflows. Permeable fences or hedges will allow the frost
through. Placing a solid, v-shaped fence with the point up hill will help

AVERAGE MINIMUM TEMPERATURES

ZONE
9a
9b
lO a
lOb
lla
llb
12
13
14

CELSIUS
-3.9° to -6.6°
-1.2° to -3.9°
-1.2° to +l.6°
1.6° to 4.s·
4.s· to 7.2·
7.2° to 10·
10° to lS.S0
lS.S0 t o 21. 1°
21. 1° to 26.6°

FAHRENHEIT
20· to 2s·
2s· to 30°
30° to 3S0
3S0 t o 40°
40° to 4S0
4s· to so·
so· to 60°
60° to 70°
70· to so·

•
The above chart is based on the United States Department of
Agriculture Hardiness Zones, but with Zone 1 1 divided into two and the
addition of three further zones ( 12, 13 and 14) to cover the warm
subtropical and tropical areas of the world.
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divert the flow and provide (if the fence is the right height) a frost-free
area behind.
More tropical and subtropical plants die of wet feet than of cold.
Usually this is because their native habitat consists of wet summers
and dry winters. Our wet winters are not to their liking so provide the
best drainage possible. This may involve raised beds where clay soil is
present, retaining walls with exit holes on slopes but never a deep hole
in clay which becomes a bucket in which the plant drowns. The best
defence is increasing one's knowledge of plant requirements and
making sure that these are met to the best of one's ability.
To be continued in the spring issue

WAIUKU WINTERS
Judy Graham
In an area where there are always frosts in winter, I dread its onset
but, with frost cloth, newspapers and old horse feed bags at the ready,
I soon get into a routine when cold weather threatens. The biggest
worry is whether or not there will actually be a frost because, although
wet feet and cold winds are bad, I believe that frosty conditions do the
worst damage.
Many plants are much more vulnerable until they are established
and have gained a bit of height. 'Know your plants' is a saying that
cannot be over-emphasised, because the same plants can be damaged
in one position but be unaffected in another. Overhead foliage cover
will protect all but the most tropical in my area.
The following observations on some plants that I grow might help!
Bromeliads:
Very few will take frosts, a standout exception being Aechmea
recurvata varieties. The majority can be grown outside given the right
conditions.
Alocasias, colocasias, iresines and Agave attenuata:
All must be covered when frosts occur - even then they will suffer
damage, but will recover in summer.
Small succulents:
Many are hardier than most people imagine, but trial and error will
tell you which need covering.
Cycads:
I don't cover these and have not had damage.
Schizolobium parahybum:

Really marginal in frosty areas even although they are winter
deciduous. My aim is to get them above the ground frost line and then
only having to cope with air frosts.
21

Farfugiums (syn. Ligularia)
Farfugium gigantea (Ligularia reniformis)
The new leaves will be burnt by continuous, heavy frosts, but I have
not had any damage on other species and varieties.
Dracaena draco and yuccas:
I don't cover these and have not had damage, although most are in
reasonably sheltered positions. Other dracaenas need covering.
Vireyas:
These need covering.
Beaucarneas and nolinas:
These are not damaged here.
Aloe bainesii:

This plant needs covering until quite large.
Aeoniums:
I don't cover but most are in sheltered positions.
Begonias:
All are frost tender.
When frost cloth is used, wind or even a slight breeze can play
havoc with your best-laid plans. So a plentiful supply of plastic pegs
can be a great help. It is often necessary to wait until the wind drops,
as it invariably does, when there is a frost. However, this can mean
that good outdoor lighting is an essential. My frost cloth is cut to size
for each area and is named in large black writing to make the job
easier. Peter and Jocelyn Coyle at Totara Waters, Whenuapai, go
through the same routine that I do, so they can probably help you
further.
Finally, I have always thought that a notice in the sky that says
'FROST TONIGHT' would make my life a lot easier!

Top left:
A view of the front veranda, with the main entry on the far side
of the trellis. The tall, yellow-flowered shrub is the autumn/early
winter blooming Justicia aurea. Base planting includes a variety
of succulents, bromeliads and a cycad. The hanging baskets are
easily maintained from the veranda level.
Top right:
The trellised, raised bed on the boundary has taller plants,
including palms that will later provide more protection for the
plants below. The bromeliads include neoregelias,
Vriesea
fosteriana rubra and Guzmania wittmackii.
Bottom:
This is what Judy's front garden looks like on winter mornings
before the covers are removed.
Photos: Grant Bayley
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COOL-GROWING BROMELIADS
Marjorie Lowe
Some time back, the Bromeliad Society International reprinted an
article by Dale W. Jenkins (Florida Bromeliad Journal) on the cold
hardiness and cold sensitivity of bromeliads. The article included many
plants not available in New Zealand and the list occupied nine pages. I
compressed and changed the format, but it still took up nearly three
pages of the Bromeliad Society of New Zealand magazine.
When reading the list of bromeliads hardy to minus 7"C, some
interesting names appear. Those sun-loving toughies, Aechmea
recurvata var. benrathii (cover/article winter 2005) and var. ortgiesii are
there. Many of the A. recurvata hybrids and cultivars have cold
resistant (-TC) A. Covata, A. caudata, A. comata and A. cylindrata as
parents and so are probably as sun hardy and sturdy.

Aechmea distichantha (photo vol.4, no. 2, p 16- 18) var. schlumbergeri
is their equal when it comes to cold and sun resistance, not to mention
security value. Other equally cold resistant aechmeas are: blumenavii,
bromeliifolia, caudata & caudata variegata, comata, cylindrata,
gamosepala and kertesziae. A. caudata, cylindrata and gamosepala will
stand sun. Also included were the aechmea cultivars Covata and
Burgundy.
Only a few billbergias were listed. Hardiest was B. pyramidalis var.
striata, followed by B. distachia, meyeri and nutans (Queen's Tears).
The cultivar Santa Barbara (photo Vol. l, no.2) is small and self striped.
One would think that the soft-leafed nidulariums would crash at the
first hint of frost but Nidularium fulgens survived the 1994 (fifty year)
frosts in New Zealand when an Aechmea fasciata and a Neoregelia
hybrid turned to mush alongside the bright red centre bracts stay in
colour for up to twelve months (Vol. l ,no. l). Nidularium. rutilans (Vol. 1,
no.2) is a highly variable species ranging from bright red centre bracts
to the photo opposite with cerise bracts and intense orange flowers.

Photos: clockwise from top left
Nidularium

rutilans (regelioides),

with deep cerise bracts and

bright orange flowers.
Vriesea simplex or possibly scalaris
Billbergia pyramidalis
Vriesea platynema (cultivar or hybrid)
Nidularium procerum
Aechmea recurvata hybrid
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This form was originally called Nid. regelioides and is sometimes still
sold under that name. Another hardy one is Nid. procerum with long
lasting orangey-red bracts and unusual greyish, teal-blue flowers. All
are at their best grown terrestrially in damp shade. The serrated leaves
are usually soft to the touch.

Tillandsias recurvata (Ball Moss) and usneoides (Spanish Moss) both
grow epiphytically, especially on telephone or fence wires. Absolute
drainage! Other hardy tillandsias are: fasciculata, grandis, ionantha,
tenu(folia and utriculata.
Some cold-resistant bromeliads are amongst the most attractive.
One of my personal favourites is Vriesea philippocoburgii which is
outstanding, both as a foliage and flowering plant. In summer in full
sun, the parrot-green, smooth leaves are paintbrush-tipped bright-rust,
turning browner in the cooler months. Despite what is written, I find
that only the older leaves turn yellow. One plant quickly multiplies into
a handsome clump - mine grows on the top of a tree fern stump and is
over a metre across. Last year, (five years on), a l .Sm flower spike
appeared with red bracts and yellow flowers. The flowers appeared over
a fairly long period and the red bracts remained in colour for almost six
months. Rating 10/ 10
Other vrieseas included are V. barillettii, bituminosa x saundersii,
corcovadensis, ensiformis, jlammea, friburgensis (includes varieties),
gigantea, platynema, scalaris, simplex, vegans plus carinata, incurvata
and the cultivars Lucille, Mariae, Mon Petit, Purple Cockatoo, Rex,
Rosa Morena and Velva Wurthmann. As a genus, Vriesea seems to
contain more cold-resistant, garden-worthy plants, only Aechmea
comes close.
Add to the list: - Bromelia balansae, Dyckias brev(folia, fosteriana,
maritima and Naked Lady, Fascicularia bicolor (Vol.3, no. 1), Hechtia
mexicana and Puyas alpestris, coerulea, venusta.
This research, although carried out mostly in Florida, should make
a good starting point for experimentation here. It is only a rough guide
and local conditions will vary. All the plants should be available here,
although some may require time to locate.
The opinions expressed in letters or articles in this magazine are the
authors' own views and do not necessarily express the policy of the
Subtropicals Society.
All articles, illustrations and photographs in this magazine are
copyright and may not be reproduced (in whole or in part) in any other
form or medium without the express written consent of the editor.
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Whangarei 0250
Ph/fax 09-432-3759
Email: kjgreen@xtra.co.nz
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Plants for damp places

JOY NURSERIES
Jericho Rd,

R.D.2 Pukekohe NZ
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www.joyplants.co.nz
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TOTARA WATERS
SUBTROPICAL
GARDEN
Specialists in
BROMELIADS & SUCCULENTS
•The best range of variegated neoregelias plus miniatures & reds.
•Kiwi and Pacific hybrid vrieseas plus fosteriana Rubra & hieroglyphica

Lots o f colour in large collector to landsca p e grade plant s .

Shop hours 9am to 4pm - Monday to Saturday
Garden open first Friday & Saturday each month
Groups by arrangement Garden Admission $5.00
89 Totara Road

Whenuapai

Auckland

[09) 416-8272 Fax (09) 416-8062 www.totarawaters.co.nz
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Ideas to Life

PTERIS ARGYRAEA

Silver brake, Striped brake
Barbara Parris
Pteris argyraea is a native of Sri Lanka and Java. It is a 'painted
fern', with a white band down the centre of the pinnae and although it
looks like a slightly bizarre horticultural selection, it is in fact a
genuine, true-breeding species. It is an ideal plant for those who find
plain green fern foliage boring and want some subtle colour in the
garden. It used to be a common feature of the house plants section of
garden centres and supermarkets about ten years ago, but seems less
popular nowadays.
A well-grown plant will reach a metre tall, with slightly less
sideways spread. The fronds are pinnate, with the pinnae divided
almost to their mid-ribs into parallel-sided pinnules, except for the
basal pinnae, which have one pair of pinnules that resemble pinnae.
Like many ferns, this one prefers filtered light to deep shade and
will even handle direct midday midsummer sun for a short period. The
green part of the fronds will yellow in too much light, however, and
spoil the attractive contrast with the silver banding. l\1oist but not wet
conditions are ideal, with good air circulation, not howling gales (which
will snap the fronds). In less than ideal conditions passion vine hopper
can be a pest. Rather than using spray, I prefer to idealise the
conditions by trimming away dead fronds, removing the leaning stems
of Begonia fuchsioides that like to smother it, and giving a little feed
followed by a good watering, all of which encourage�' a flush of new
growth.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Members are invited to write in about any problems that they
have with identification, health, where to place specific plants,
etc. As well, queries and comments are solicited on articles
appearing in the magazine.
Our advisory members will endeavour to supply solutions and
answers.
Write, fax or email to Q & A
PO Box 91-728, Auckland, 1142
Phone/fax (09) 376-6874
Email -Marlowe@subtropicals.co.nz
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The sporeling (photographed) of the original plant is not troubled at
all by hoppers, probably because it has less competition than its
parent, and has got its root system firmly established in the plant-free
scoria path. In bad winters, the fronds have been glazed by frost (less
than one metre from the south side of the house!), but showed no ill
effects.
My plants are in a part of the garden where the topsoil was removed
and not replaced when the house was built. They are happy in white
rhyolite clay mixed with compost and require little attention apart from
the normal twice-yearly application of general fertiliser, removal of dead
fronds (chop finely as mulch for the plant) and occasional watering
during summer. Pteris argyraea is an attractive, easy-care fern that
should be grown more widely. I recommend it highly.

D O MBEYAS
Jonathan Voysey
Dombeyas form a large genus of about 225 to 250 species of shrubs
and small trees, of which about 190 originate in Madagascar. The rest
come from Africa and the Mascarene Islands.
The plants that are available in New Zealand tend to be the
evergreen, tall shrubs that are usually winter flowering. St. Lukes
Shopping Mall in Auckland has a large number of pale pink forms
(probably D. burgessiae which is fragrant) planted along the St. Lukes
Road boundary fence. These flower from late autumn through to early
spring and are attractive in a quiet way.
Because of the flowering time, dombeyas have been heavily
hybridised with the parents mainly coming from D. burgessiae, D.
elegans and D. pulchra. Naming seems to be fairly erratic and not
always to be relied upon. Because of this, it is preferable to buy in
flower if at all possible or grow from a cutting from a desirable plant.
The South African species are mostly from summer rainfall areas
and so require good drainage and full sun. They will generally survive
only occasional, very light frosts and prefer a minimum winter
temperature of about 5°C. Regular light pruning will prevent these
shrubs from becoming leggy.

Top:
A Pteris argyraea frond distinctively marked
Photo: Barbara Parris
Bottom:
A pale pink form with red centres, possibly a cultivar of
Dom.beya pulchra, photographed at the Austin brothers' garden in
Kaitaia.
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And the winner of the $50.00 Touchwoods Books voucher is
Marcello Gardi of Forrest Hill, Auckland.
Marcello has photographed a tropical looking corner of his
fairly new, small garden that contains many foliage plants in high
health.

SPONSORED BY

TOUCHWOOD BOOKS
Specialists in gardening and horticultural books
All our 20,000 books, new and second-hand are listed on the
Internet at http://touchwoodbooks.co.nz
We have books on begonias, bromeliads, cacti and succulents,
epiphyllums, ferns, heliconias, hippeastrums, hoyas, orchids,
palms, Mediterranean gardening and tropical plants all available by m ail order.

P.O. BOX 610 HASTINGS
We are only as far away as your telephone
Phone (06) 874-2872
Fax (06) 874-2701
Email - mail@touchwoodbooks. co. nz

Epicacti 'Lollipop'
Photographed in winter, this is a wide season plant that can be
in flower at any time and repeat flowers from the same areoles.
The charming apricot flowers have the additional attraction of
being perfumed.
Photo: Grant Bayley
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Gardens by New Zealand's top designers

Rose Thodey and Gil H anly
Reviewer: Alex Schanzer
Landscape design has changed radically in the last twenty years.
Where once we embraced a do-it-yourself, number eight wire mentality,
we now value the skills and knowledge of good designers and eagerly
seek their advice. The expertise of the designers themselves has also
increased enormously and they have learnt to work with our unique
landscape, developing gardens that blend with it harmoniously while
offering individuality and charm.
In this stunning book, twenty of New Zealand's top landscape
designers tell their stories and the stories behind some of their most
successful gardens. The paths they have travelled are diverse and each
has a highly individual philosophy and approach to design. The result
is a fascinating study in contrasts, as each has sought to meet the
needs of their clients and the challenges of the environment to create
gardens of enduring beauty.
Rose Thodey and Gil Hanly showcase well-known designers who
have made a major contribution to landscape design in New Zealand
over the past fifteen to twenty years. In the introduction, a brief history
of New Zealand landscape design and how it has developed is given,
setting the scene for the following section which is divided into case
studies of the designers. These include - Ted Smyth, Trudy Crerar, Ralf
Kruger, Trish Bartleet, Robert Watson, Gudrun Fischer, Trish Waugh,
Leo Jew, Rebecca Wilson, Rod Barnett, Patrick Corfe, Cilla Cooper,
Robin Shafer, John Powell, Ben McMaster, Megan Wraight, Chris
Goom, Barbara Garrett, Craig Steiner, Jeremy Head and Sue McLean.
Each designer is introduced, with a short description of how they came
to be in the industry and then their philosophy 'statement' in regards
to design. Within each case study, three or four projects are described,
chosen because they are considered by the author to be classic and
enduring examples of great New Zealand design.
The two hundred and twenty pages of this book are jam-packed
with information and backed up by stunning photographs of the
projects described. From my perspective, being a relative newcomer to
the landscape design field, I found the book extremely interesting to
read but, as with anything to do with art, be it design or sculpture,
landscape design styles and approaches are an extremely personal
thing. What may appeal to one individual may hold no appeal for
someone else. In my view, this book reinforces that premise and it is
great to see the individuality of all the designers involved.
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Artocarpus heterophyllus

Not yet commercially propagated - check with Nestlebrae Exotics for
future availability
Brahea armata
edulis

Landsendt, Flora del sol for information (025-90 1-978), Nestlebrae
Exotics, Plantet Earth, Pottering About - one of these is sure to have
them in stock even if small specimens
Bromeliads - cool growing varieties
Green's Bromeliads, Exotica, Totara Waters
Costus species

Russell Fransham
Dombeya species
A wide range of species and hybrids can be found
Epicacti

Try the Cactus & Succulent Show see What's on
Greyia species
Robin Booth, (09) 407-8933 may know of a source
Pteris argyraea

Check out houseplant sections at local nurseries and f.::rn specialists
May not be immediately available but is certainly around
Stanhopea species

Pottering About, Dig This

(09) 232-6950

Stenocarpus sinuatus

Russell Fransham, Blackbridge Nurseries (09) 278- 1 575, Tree Place
Ltd. (09) 579-2534
SIJ U'l'llOPH;Af.S BACK ISSUES
are available from the Editor, PO Box 91-728, Auckland, 1142
Volumes 1, 2 & 3 are $30.00 Volume 4 is $35 .00 all post-paid
Will also be available at the SIJHTllOPICAIS Society stand
Hort Galore Marquee, Ellerslie International Flower Show

As a statement on where landscape design in New Zealand is at
present and where it seems to be heading in the future - landscape
design and its practitioners are going from strength to strength- this
book provides excellent examples. I would recommend it to anyone
interested in landscape design.

LANDSCAPE - Gardens by New Zealand's top designers
Rose Thodey and Gil Hanly
Touchwood Books - $45.95 plus p/p
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Brahea armata

&

edulis

Kevin Johnston
The Blue Hesper Palm, Brahea armata, would have to be my
favourite fan palm growing in New Zealand's climate. It is a medium
size palm, with the most silver-blue leaves you will ever see. Hailing
from western Mexico and northern Baja, it is very tolerant of salty
conditions and most resistant to strong winds. As well, it stands very
dry conditions and severe frosts.
This palm enjoys a sunny situation with adequate drainage. An
open soil is good but a north-facing clay bank will do just as well.
Growth is generally slow. In fifteen years only expect your palm to be
three to four metres in height. But don't be deterred, as it will be a
talking point in just a few years with its plumage of powder-blue.
Plants are very difficult in containers so good growth is only
expected once it is planted in the ground. This can be done at quite a
young age - when it is a four to five leafed plant.
I know of no specimens flowering yet in New Zealand but, overseas,
mature plants flower in spectacular fashion. The yellow inflorescence
extends out far beyond the canopy and droops pendulously with the
weight of the many flowers. Large plants are only rarely available
However, some specialist nurseries stock them from time to time.
Brahea edulis is a larger palm than its cousin, B. armata. It is
also faster growing and has massive blue-green leaves. It is a
particularly handsome palm. I have noticed a great variance in the leaf
size of the palms growing here. I think it may be due to the conditions
they are growing in. My impression is that, in a loose, damp soil with
shelter, they will grow quite large and majestic. Because of the large
leaves, it is only suited to larger sites. I have mine growing in a very
moist situation with excellent growth. The photograph on page 18 of
the summer, 2005 issue was wrongly described as B. armata instead of

B. edulis.
This is yet another palm that has enjoyed only a small amount of
commercial promotion.

The Palm & Cycad Society of New Zealand
meets on the first Tuesday of each month excepting January.
The society arranges field trips and has a seed bank,
library and a quarterly magazine.
Enquiries:
Phone (09) 296-7699
PO Box 3871, Auckland
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CHATHAM ISLANDS VISIT
Grant Bayley
My overseas trip in January this year took me to Rekohu (misty
skies), the main island in the Chathams group. The Chathams lie 10°
60m east and 5° 33m north of Christchurch. Most of the land is low
and if there was a tsunami, the sea would wash over almost all the
island. I was told that the rainfall was 'about the same as Napier' between 50- 1 OOcm annually with about 50cm the norm. The southern
coast is much wetter, rather like the West Coast of the South Island.
Temperatures are regulated by the sea, with the winter minimums
being between 7 -9°C - warmer than many parts of Auckland! The
island frequently has a level of cloudiness. Soils range from sandy,
peaty, boggy to some clay areas. A long time ago, fires burnt the peat
surface layer.
Wind is constant. The bush creates a great barrier to this force but,
unfortunately, farming is a major industry so the forests have to be
"removed'. The Department of Conservation has battled for years to get
the farmers to fence off the bush but with poor results. The top
photograph on the back cover, shows how low-lying much of the land
is. The near slope has been fenced by DOC and, clear of stock, is
regenerating quite quickly. The lower photograph of young nikaus was
taken in the Nikau Bush Scenic Reserve - an area protected from cattle
invasion. The nikaus (Chatham Island form?) were certainly majestic.
Lois Croon's garden has sandy soil and has a limited variety of
subtropical plants only because of the difficulty in obtaining them.
Those she has grow well. The nettles that host the Red Admiral
butterflies in summer are protected plants. The garden is surrounded
by a forest of Kopi, the Moriori name for karaka ( Corynocarpus
laevigatus) with an understorey of kawakawa (Macropiper excelsum) .
The Henga Scenic Reserve is a good example of how quickly a Kopi
forest can regenerate with the absence of stock.
One gardener said 'hardly a day goes by when I can't do something
in my garden'. Her garden, like many others, is sheltered by
surrounding bush, trees and flax. Another said about his hedge of
Brugmansia sanguinea 'we run the chainsaw over it to control it'. And,
of course, the Chatham Island Forget-me-not that I saw growing in
shade with huge leaves and in sand dunes in full sun, smaller, a little
tatty. Fisherman's wife 'blimmin lilies, they sprout up everywhere and I
have to pull them out! They're a weed'.
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THE NATAL BOTTLEBRUSH OF SOUTH AFRICA
Robin Booth
In flower at this time of year are a couple of interesting large
shrubs/small trees - from the family Greyiaceae - that are commonly
called Natal Bottlebrush (no relation to Callistemon of Myrtaceae) .
Interestingly, they have a connection with New Zealand as their genus,
Greyia, was named after Governor Grey who was Governor of the Cape
Colony at the time.
There are only three species in the Greyia genus (and family)
Greyia flanagani, G. radlkoferi and G. sutherlandii. The last
two are regarded as deciduous and are the ones grown in New Zealand.
The first one, G. jlanagani, which is evergreen, is very seldom seen in
cultivation here. I find that G. radlkoferi never drops all its leaves and
so I regard it as semi-evergreen. They all have leaves similar in shape to
a regal pelargonium.
Greyia sutherlandii is the taller of the two grown here, reaching up
to eight metres over twenty-five years. It is multi-branched and the
flowers appear at the ends of all the branches in spring. They are in
spike-like clusters of bright to brick-red flowers, which supply a
copious amount of nectar much enjoyed by tuis and waxeyes.
Greyia radlkoferi is a lower-growing, bushy plant that I have found
grows wider than high, mine being about 2.5 m high and about 3 .5m
wide after seven years. Flowers are more orange-red and have larger
petals but, unfortunately, they tend to be a little hidden by the
persistent, deteriorating older leaves. Again plenty of nectar is
produced.
These plants need a reasonably free-draining soil and will stand a
light frost, some wind and drought times. They can be grown from seed
(although the tender seedlings need care when small) and also from
cuttings. They can start flowering from seed at about three years old,
so give you colour in the garden in a short time. They can be cut back
to keep in a controllable size if required.
-

Top:
The showy flower spikes of Greyia sutherlandii decorate the
ends of the branches.
Photo: Robin Booth
Bottom:
At the tail end of the winter and of the flowering season, Aloe
arborescens still makes a cheerful show. Flowering usually starts
in late autumn and this photo was taken in mid-August - three
months of colour. This well-planted, steep, north- facing clay bank
gives some privacy to the deck on a very busy thoroughfare.
Photo: Grant Bayley
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